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Neuro-logical background

of Cognitive Science



Do computation yourself...
...and play the toilet roll game (Weizenbaum 1976). You'll

need:

l A roll of toilet paper divided into squares

l Many white stones

l Few black stones

l A die



Do computation yourself...



On computation
l Computation (too broadly): what computers do. 

l Turing Machine: gives us an idea what computation is.

l TM is an abstract computing device with 2 principal 
parts: a tape and a read-write head

l A tape: can be supplemented indefinitely in both
directions, divided into squares, each square contains
either a single symbol or it is blank

l The head moves forth and back relative to the tape, 
reading or writing a symbol on the tape



On computation
l Machine table (program) a finite list of instructions each of 

which specifies five pieces of information: (1) the current
state, (2) the input (read) symbol, (3) the output (write) 
symbol, (4) a head movement and (5) the next state

l Control: the movement of the head is determined by the 
machine table sensitive to 2 things: the current internal
state and the symbol it is presently scanning

l Computation: executing the instructions, starting with the 
initial tape configuration and ending with the halt symbol

Assignment3: play the toilet roll game; initial settings & no of 
steps to be performed – on demand, via e-mail (deadline: Tue, 
11.XI, 23:59)



Psychon
The development of a logical atomism of the mind/brain

Psychon – a simplest psychic act

l An event, with a place in time and temporal history

l Intrinsically capable of connecting knowledge and 
action

l It has to have a semiotic (meaningful) aspect

l Equivalents in the brain: neurons (Cajal) as 
embodiments of psychons

McCulloch tried to express the behavior of nets of 
psychons in a notation similar to propositional logic



Mind as a logic machine
l A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent

in Nervous Activity (McCulloch, Pitts
1943)

l Integration of the three ideas: the 
propositional calculus, Turing Machine 
and neuronal synapses

l Networks of units modeled on what
was then known about real neurons

Walter Pitts 
(1923-69)



A McCulloch&Pitts neuron
i. The neuron sums its input

ii. If it gets inhibition it is quiet

iii.If it does not get inhibition it fires if and only if it equals or 
exceeds threshold

l Every neuron can be assigned a proposition of the form: 
„the conditions for my activation are met”

When the neuron fires, that proposition will be true; when it 
does not fire - that proposition will be false

In consequence: the „switching circuitry” of the nervous 
system gets mapped by the 2-valued logic.



A McCulloch&Pitts neuron
i.



”Cardinal assumptions”
l The activity of a neuron is an „all-or-none” process

l A certain, fixed number of synapses must be excited
within a period in order to excite a neuron (each
neuron has an associated threshold which must be 
met or exceeded in order to fire)

l The only significant delay is synaptic delay

l The activity of any inhibitory synapse absolutely
prevents excitation of the neuron

l The structure of the network does not change with 
time



Propositional calculus
(~p∧~q)≡∼(p∨q)

Proposition refers to either the "content" or "meaning" of a 
meaningful declarative sentence.

If p is true (1), ~p is false (0) and vice versa

p∧q is true if and only if both: p and q are true

p∨q is false if and only if both: p and q are false



Propositional calculus



Neural networks
M&P argue, that nothing prevents their neurons from 

having many inputs, and

they can be wired up in arbitrarily complex patterns

Networks of such units (including loops) when provided with 
memory are computationally quite powerful:

è The behavior of any non-cyclic net can be expressed in terms
of the PC 

è Every logical function of the PC is realizable by some net

è All nets are (recursively) definiable out of four basic types: 
precession (identity), disjunction, conjunction and negation



Psychological consequences
Thus in psychology, introspective, behavioristic or

physiological, the fundamental relations are those of 
two-value logic

u Unjustified inference: from „all-or-none” activity of 
neurons to 2-valued logic of fundamental relations in 
psychology

u The propositions M&P associated with individual neurons
and networks do not give the right semantics [meaning] 
for thought

u Unclear what relation they see between thoughts, the 
formal nets, neural nets and the propositions assigned to 
such nets.



Further remarks
l A novel notation used to define specific types of nets

l Their formulae denote events in time (comp. psychons), called
temporal propositional expressions (TPE)

l Not only new notation, but a new calculus used to prove
various theorems

l For the first time logic was used to address neurological or
psychological questions

l An abstract manifesto for computational psychology and AI:

l It didn't mention computer modeling
l It ignored physical details



Perceptron
Rosenblatt & his research group (1958)

In what form is information stored or remembered? […] The 
theory to be presented here takes the empiricist or 
connectionist position with regard to these questions. (1958)

A perceptron: a M&P network with modifiable 
connections

opposition to „digital computer” in which „storage of sensory 
information is in the form of coded representations”

the models of cognition should correspond to a biological system



Perceptron - assumptions
u The physical connections of the nervous system which are

involved in learning and recognition are not identical from 
one organism to another

u The original system of connected cells is capable of certain
amount of plasticity

u Similar stimuli will tend to form pathways to the same sets
of responding cells

u Similarity in such a system is represented at some level of 
the nervous system by a tendency of similar stimuli to 
activate the same sets of cells



Perceptron, the organization
u Stimuli impinge on the retina and it responds in all-or-

nothing fashion

u The set of retinal points transmitting impulses to a 
particular A-units: origin points (excitatory, inhibitory) 

u If the sum of impulses is equal/greater to the threshold, A-
unit fires

u Between the projection area and the association area
connections are assumed to be random

u The responses are cells that respond in the same fashion as 
A-units; there is, however, a feedback between A-II and R



Perceptron, the organization
u



Perceptron, conclusions
u For learning to take place it must be possible to

modify the A-units or their connections (vs. McC&P
nets)

Conclusions:

u A critique of (symbolic) computational approaches

u Neurally inspired architecture

u Emphasis on statistical (vs. logical) methods

u Emphasis on pattern recognition and learning

u Use of parallel processing and distributed representations



The devilish duo...
Minsky, Papert (1969)

Marvin Minsky – had built one of the first
connectionist learning machines (logicist
approach); then he turned to GOFAI (Good, Old-
Fashioned AI); finally: a hybrid position

n Abstract critique (underlying principles)

n They defined various perceptrons and compared their
computational power

n Questions that have been rarely asked: efficiency, time
of learning, relation to other computational devices



The critique
n Perceptrons relied on operators specially designed for 

the task – problems with generalizations

n „This kind of research could lead only to a dead end”

n Although they analysed simple perceptrons, more 
complex, many-levelled networks would offer no 
significant advance, however:

n The perceptron has shown itself worthy of study despite 
(and even because of) its severe limitations

The ideas developed in The Society of Mind (Minsky 1985)



Simple detector semantics
l The idea: neural processes (any network) is about

(=represent) what turns it on
The neural activity indicates the presence (or detects) the 

features that the neurons are tuned to, i.e.:

l The unit is on (=is more active) when the assigned
feature (an object, property, state of affair etc.) is
present; the unit is off otherwise.

[indicator, covariation, causal theory of representation]

Assignment4: Read the text by Lettvin, Maturana, 
McCulloch, Pitts: What the frog's eye tells the frog's
brain, and summarize it (i.e. pick up key claims; 
max. 500 words); deadline: 18.XI; 23:59


